A Page in a Book
Getting the Inside Story
No one loves a good story as much as a child. As little ones listen to books read aloud
to them, they receive their first introduction to basic story elements like characters,
settings and plot. Children’s literature often benefits from simple story structures so
that new readers can learn traditional storytelling components and styles. But kids
don’t always have a window into what it takes to actually build a story from the ground
up. The following titles explore the evolution of a story with tongue-in-cheek humor and
characters who all have their own tale to tell.

May I Have a Word?

by Caron Levis, Illustrated by Andy Rash (Farrar Straus Giroux / Macmillan)
The alphabet letters on the refrigerator want to work together to tell a story. The letter ‘C’ suggests the
story should be about cats. Letter ‘K’ counters that the story could be about a kangaroo or a king. Soon
‘C’ and ‘K’ are in an alphabetical war of words as each advocates for their own special words to take
precedence in the tale. The other letters are rightfully concerned when ‘C’ and ‘K’ storm off leaving them
without the means to spell ‘duck’, ‘socks’, ‘luck’ and many other important words. Only a very special story with just the right words can bring ‘C’ and ‘K’ back into the tale. Gently introducing phonetic sounds
and basic spelling, beginning readers will get more that just a story from these delightfully animated
letters of the alphabet.

I Want to Be in a Scary Story

by Sean Taylor, Illustrated by Jean Jullien (Candlewick Press)
Little Monster is asking to be in his own scary story. Breaking the fourth wall, this title follows an implied
conversation with the storyteller as Little Monster asks for new elements to be added to his tale. The level
of scary adjusts up and down as Little Monster seeks just the right amount of scary in their story. After a
string of spooky additions and changes, the story is still not exactly right for Little Monster. Sometimes
what a good story needs to become great is simply a change in perspective. Featuring a bordering-onbold Little Monster who just wants to move from scared to scary, this is a great read-aloud conversation
for every storytelling partnership.

Amy the Red Panda is Writing
the Best Story in the World

by Colleen AF Venable, Illustrated by Ruth Chan (Greenwillow / HarperCollins)
With a simple announcement, Amy the Red Panda begins writing the best story in the world.
But as soon as Amy’s first sentence begins to form, letters of the alphabet begin to rain from the
sky and friends arrive to help her story development. Her tiny friends insist that smaller animals
make better stories (hippos and giraffes disagree). Digger friends suggest digging stories and
flying pals offer flights of fantasy. Amy’s vision for her tale goes farther and farther off course as
she’s beset with everyone’s diverging ideas about what makes a good story. Left with a chaotic
alphabet and her original story in tatters, Amy discovers a new story emerging from her experience. Underlining the ability to make
your own happy ending in the wake of unexpected changes, this title is a cheerful celebration of storytelling.
Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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C’mon Kids!
Let’s Get a Move On

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

In the age of handheld devices, it’s getting harder and harder to
pull youth away from their screens. While the electronic landscape is a wonderland of entertainment, encouraging active
engagement through active play is equally important to kids’
physical and emotional growth. Finding the right toys and resources that generate enthusiasm and energy are key to getting
children and teens off the couch and into physical recreation.
From products that inspire freeform creative movement to toys
that offer directed challenges, the following recommendations
are perfect picks for encouraging kids to get a move on.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Capture the Flag
Redux

Little Tikes Pogo It
(Little Tikes)

The ultimate combination of athletics and electronic gaming, Little Tikes
Pogo It brings kids off the couch and
into a full body experience. Beginners
use balance and physical energy to
keep the music playing as they jump,
twist, bounce or turn on the ball platform. When the movement stops, the
game resets for new challenges. Once kids master the basics, the
ball platform flips over for a different kind of game play. Following
the Pogo’s voice commands, the player must jump in specific directions to score points. Improved coordination, better balance, and
muscle development are added benefits that come with this physically engaging play resource. Little Tikes Pogo It is an outstanding
toy for both the child who needs more activity as well as the kid who
need to burn off their extra energy.

(Capture the Flag Redux)

Adding a whole new level of
energy to a familiar team activity,
Capture the Flag Redux introduces an illuminating option for
this competitive game play. The kit includes glowing components
(lighted orbs, jail markers, LED bracelets) that amp up the challenge between groups scrambling for victory on field. With updated
instructions and alternative games, the lighted elements create
an extra layer of excitement as players pursue lights through the
darkness. The shadows of a community greenspace, a front yard at
dusk or a dim gymnasium transform into a proving ground for kids
as they seek out the opposition’s glowing targets. Combining the
best of tag, ‘keep away’ and a high-octane Easter egg hunt, Capture
the Flag Redux is a shining addition to the game shelf for exciting
neighborhood play and team-building at group events.

SoundMoovz
Musical Bands

All Surface Pro
Swingball

Moving to the music is one thing.
Turning movement into music is another
experience entirely and an exciting next
step for active listeners. Through a pair
of matched bands (worn on wrists or ankles), Soundmoovz translates movement
into music and special effects sounds. Using Bluetooth technology
the wearer can generate over 400 sounds through their motions
and gestures. Various modes like Musical, Instrumental, Robot and
Karate help direct the theme of the soundscapes. Their physical
compositions can be broadcast to speakers expanding the audience for each original performance. It’s the ultimate demonstration
of creative energy expressed as sound. Ideal for the kid who moves
to their own beat, SoundMoovz turns motion into music and opens
an audible world of active possibilities!

Creating a nexus that joins tennis,
racquetball, and tetherball, All Surface
Pro Swingball offers dynamic game
play with new energetic challenges.
Using checker bats to strike a tennissized ball tethered to a steel pole,
players cultivate their aim, strength and strategy as they work on their
swing. The smaller ball target and added racquet challenge encourage stronger hand-eye coordination and motor skills. With a pole base
that’s stabilized with water or sand, the swingball set is easily erected
on surfaces ranging from grass to pavement. It’s also handily disassembled and portable in the included case for picnics, playdates and
parties. Challenging fun for both solo and paired players, All Surface
Pro Swingball puts a fresh spin on a beloved playground favorite.

(Swingball)

(Cra-Z-Art)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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